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TERNARY CUBIC FORMS AND ÉTALE ALGEBRAS

by Melanie Raczek and Jean-Pierre TlGNDL *)

The configuration of inflection points on a nonsingular cubic curve in
the complex projective plane has a well-known remarkable feature : a line

through any two of the nine inflection points passes through a third inflection
point. Therefore the inflection points and the 12 lines through them form a

tactical configuration (94,12s), which is the configuration of points and lines

of the affine plane over the field with 3 elements ([3, p. 295], [7, p. 242]).
Tins property was used by Hesse to show that the inflection points of a

ternary cubic over the rationals are defined over a solvable extension, see

[11, §110]. As a result, any ternary cubic can be brought to a normal form

A*, + .É + A3 — 3A.X1X2X3 over a solvable extension of the base field1)- The

purpose of tins paper is to investigate this extension.

Throughout the paper, we denote by F an arbitrary field of characteristic

different from 3, by Fs a separable closure of F and by L Gal(F, jF) its

Galois group. Ret F be a 3-dimensional F-vector space and let / G S3(V"

be a cubic form on V. Assume that / has no singular zero in the projective
plane l\(Fs). Then the set 3(f Ç Py(Fs) of inflection points has 9 elements.

There are 12 lines in Py(Fs) that contain three points of 3(f) ; they are

called inflectional lines. Their set £(/') is partitioned into four 3-element
subsets To, Tj, 1%, T3 called inflectional triangles, which have the property
that each inflection point is incident to exactly one line of each triangle.
Let 1(f) — {10,1u12,l3}- There is a canonical map £(/) —)• 1(f), which
carries every inflectional line to the unique triangle that contains it. The Galois

*j The second author is partially supported by the Fund for Scientific Research F.R.S.-FNRS
(Belgium).

1 We are grateful to the erudite anonymous referee who pointed out that the normal form of
cubics was obtained by Hesse in [5, §20, Aufgabe 2] before he proved (in [6]) that the equation
of inflection points is solvable by radicals.
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group F acts on 3(f), hence also on 2(f) and 1(f), and tire canonical map

2(f —> 1(f) is a triple covering of F-sets, in the terminology of [9, §2.2].
Galois theory associates to the F-set 2(f a 12-dimensional étale /'-algebra

L(f), which is a cubic étale extension of the 4-dimensional étale F-algebra

T(f) associated to 1(f). We show in §4 that if one of the inflectional triangles,

say To, is defined over F, hence preserved under the F-action, then there

are decompositions

T(f)~FxN, L(f)~KxM,
where N and K are cubic étale F-algebras whose corresponding F-sets are

_T(/V) - {Ti,T2,T3} and X(K) — 10 respectively, and M is a 9-dimensional
étale F-algebra containing N, associated to K and a unit a G Kx One can
then identify the vector space V with K in such a way that

(0.1) f(X) TK(a~lX3) - 3À Nk(X) for some A G F,

where TK and N/,- are the trace and the norm of the F-algebra K. Conversely,

if / can be reduced to the fonn (0.1), then one of the inflectional triangles is

defined over F, and X(K) is isomorphic to the set of lines of the triangle.
Note that the (generalized) Hesse nonnal fonn

a i jtf + a2 jc| 4- a3 - 3 À

is the particular case of (0.1) where K — F x F x F (i.e., the F -action 011

X(K) is trivial) and a - (af1. af1. af1 As an application, we show that the

fonn Fk(X3) can be reduced over F to a generalized Hesse nonnal fonn
if and only if K has the fonn F[\fd] for some d G F* see Example 4.4.

The 9-dimensional étale F-algebra M associated to a cubic étale F-algebra
K and a unit a G Kx was first defined by Markus Rost in relation with
Morley's theorem. We are grateful to Markus for allowing us to quote from
Iris private notes [10] in §2.

For background information on cubic curves, we refer to [3], Chapter 11

of [7], or [2],

1. ÉTALE ALGEBRAS OVER A FIELD

An étale F-algebra is a finite-dimensional commutative F-algebra A such

that A0pFs ~ Fs x • • • x Fs ; see [1, Ch. 5, §6] or [8, § 18] for various other

characterizations of étale F-algebras. For any étale F-algebra A, we denote by
_T(.\) the set of F-algebra homomorphisms A —» Fs. This is a finite set with
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cardinality |.T(>-Y)| — dimpA, Composition with aulomorpliisms of Fs endows

.I(/l) with a F -set stmctnre, and iE is a contravariant functor that defines an

anti-equivalence of categories between the category Etf of étale /'-algebras
and the category Setr of Unite F-sets, see [1, Ch. 5, §10] or [8, (18.4)].

Let G be a finite group of automorphisms of an étale /• -algebra A. The

group G acts faithfully on the F-set X(/\).

Proposition 1.1. If G acts freely (i.e., without fixed points) on X(A), then

H1(G,AX) 1

Proof. The G-action on _T(, \ maps each F -orbit on a F -orbit, since the

actions of G and T commute. We may thus decompose _T(/\) into a disjoint
union

X(A) =*£, H I] Xm

where each X is a union of F -orbits permuted by G. LTsing the anti-

equivalence between Etf and Setr, we obtain a corresponding decomposition
of A into a direct product of étale /'-algebras

A Xi x • • • x A„

The G-action preserves each A;, hence

//'(G..Y - HfG.Af) X » • • x //'(G..1,,

It therefore suffices to prove that //' (G.A / - 1 when G acts transitively
on the r-orbits in X(A These F -orbits are in one-to-one correspondence
with the primitive idempotents of A. Let e be one of these idempotents and

let H Ç G be the subgroup of automorphisms that leave e fixed. Let also

B - cA. The map g® b Hr g(b) for g G G and b G B induces isomorphisms
of G-modules

A Z|G| z|//| B, Ax — Z[G] .:"z|//| />'

hence the Eckmami-Faddeev-Shapiro leimna (see for instance [4, Prop. (6.2),

p. 73]) yields an isomorphism

Hl(G,Ax)~Hl{H,Bx).

Now, B is a field and each element h H restricts to an automorphism
of B. Let £ e X(A) be such that £,(e) — 1, hence S,(x) — Ç(fcï) for all x G A,
If h G H restricts to the identity on B then

eh(x) — h(ex) — ex for all x e A,
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and hence

%(fr(X)) — £(.t) for all x G A.

It follows that h leaves £ fixed, hence h — 1 since G acts freely on -T(,i).
Therefore II embeds injechvely in die group of automorphisms of B. Hilbert's
Theorem 90 then yields Hl(H,Bx) — 1, see [8, (29.2)],

2. Morley algebras

Let K be an étale F-algebra of dimension 3. To every unit a G Kn we
associate an étale /'-algebra M(K,a) of dimension 9 by a construction due

to Markus Rost [10], which will be crucial for the description of the T -action

on inflectional lines of a nonsingular cubic, see Theorem 3.2.

Definition 2.1. Let D be the discriminant algebra of K (see [8, p. 291]);
this is a 2-dimensional étale F-algebra such that K gjp F> is the M -Galois
closure of K, see [8, § 18.C]. We thus have /'-algebra automorphisms a. p
of K Çjf D such that

(t\d — ld/>, p\K — 1 d/(- j a3 — p2 =3 Id/,;-/;, and pa - a1 p

We identify each element X G K with its image X <S> 1 in K D and denote

its norm by N K(x).

Now, hx an element a G Kx Let ,v, / be indeterminates and consider the

quotient /'-algebra

À — K '.;/• /)| v. / [/ (ä3 - a2(a)a(a)~\ - NM^))

Since the characteristic is different from 3, every /"-algebra homomorphism
K (ggf I) —• / ', extends in 9 different ways to A, so A is an étale F -algebra.

Abusing notation, we also denote by s and t the images in A of the

indetenninates. Straightforward computations show that a and p extend to

automorphisms of A by letting

trip) sta2{a)~l, cr(/) t, p(s) — v_1, p(t) t,

and that the extended a. p satisfy tr3 p2 Id and pa - a2p, so they

generate a group G of automorphisms of A isomorphic to the symmetric

group .S3. The subalgebra of A fixed under G is called the Morley F -algebra
associated with K and a. It is denoted by M(K, a).
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Since G acts freely on X(K (§tpD), it also acts freely on X(A hence

dim/ M(K, a) — 9.

It readily follows from the definition that M(K. a) contains the 3 -dimensional
étale F-algebra

N(K,a) — F[t], with t3 — NK(a).

(dearly, if a' — Xk3a for some À G Fn and k G K*, then there

is an isomorphism M(K,a') ~ M(K,a) induced by ,s' w- sa2{k) a{k)~l,
f I—y tX NK(k).

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let K — F X F x F and a --- (ûq,02,03) G Kx Then

I) ~ /'" x /', so K <S>f D &, F6. We index tlie primitive idempotents of igS
by the elements in G, so that the G-action on the primitive idempotents

(évItsg is given by

9(eT) — eor for 0, r g G.

We identify K with a subalgebra of K /) by

(.V|..V;..V;S) - x^eu + ep) + Xiie« \~epcr) + x.Ac,,: + epcTi)

for r 1. x2, A3 G F. Then A ~ F6[a, t\ where

3 cr1 (a) a.2 as a\ «ta a2 «1i — —— — — cm + —ea + ~ea1 + ~e[> 7 Ccrp H
cr(a) a-j a\ (12 Cl2 a\ Ü3

and

r •

Let r — ^Tc(jf(s)fr G M(K,a). Then r3 - ^ and M(K. a) — l'\r. I\. Note

that (ätf & so
a2 a3

M(K, a) ~ F I ai $ja$
03

' V «3
and N(K, a) a* Fltya1(12(13].

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let K be an arbitrary cubic étale /'-algebra and let a — 1.

Let F\jj I be the quadratic étale /"-algebra with ^24-a'T 1 0. By tlie Chinese

Remainder Theorem we have

N(K, 1) 4= F[t\/(f - 1 ~ F x
The corresponding ortliogonal idempotents in N(K, 1) are

Pi |(1 + / + f2) and e% - 5(2 - t - t2).
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Let Ai frA and A2 faA, so A — A\ ©Ai and the G-action preserves A\
and A 2. Let

£11 — 3(1 + s + s2) G Ai, C12 — 5(2 — s — s2) e\ G Ai j

Si |(1 + s + s2) ?2 G A2 C2 5(1 + st + s2t2) P-2 G A2

S3 ^(1 + St2 ~r s2t) S-2 G A2

These elements are pairwise ortlrogonal idempotents, and we have

£% — Sil + S12 s2 — Si + £2 + S3 •

The G-action hxes e\\ and s]2, while

- £2 ^(£2) &3 f £11

p(£1) <= £1 p(£2) - £3 P(£s) - £2

We have erf — e\ and ei\S — en, hence e\\A m K jiI) and enM(K, 1) ~ F.
On the other hand, e^s is a primitive cube root of unity in S12M(K, 1). It is

fixed under a and f>(c 12S) S12W1. Therefore we have

ei2A es K © D Q F[uj] and ei2M(K,l) ~ (D ® F[u])p,

where p acts non-trivMly on D and F\jj \. The quadratic étale algebra

(I) Q F\pS\)p is the composite of D and /'[_s| in the group of quadratic
étale /'"-algebras, see [9, Prop. 3.11]. It is denoted by D * F\uj\, Finally,
we have an isomorphism K $g F\w\ ~ tpAKK. 1) by mapping x G K to

X£i + cr(x) £2 + <72{x) £3 and ùj to e%t, so

M(K, 1) ~ F x (D * F[w|) x (K 0 F[w]).

t înder this isomorphism, the inclusion N(I<. 1) —> M(K. 1) is the map

F x F[ui] -> F x (D* /'"[£]) x (K(S> /"[£|), (x,y) (x, v. v).

In particular, if F contains a cube root of unity, then F\x | ~ F x F and

M(K, 1)~FxDxKxK.
The inclusion N(K, 1) -—s- M(K. 1) is then given by

F x F / F —> /'" x I) x K x K. (x, y, (.v. ,v. y. ;:).

Details are left to the reader.
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In the rest of this section, we show how the F -set X (M(K, a)) can be

characterized as the fibre of a certain (ramified) covering of the projective
plane.

Viewing K as an F-vector space, we may consider the projective plane

Pjc, whose points over the separable closure Fs are

(/•'.) { v • /•'; I X G K Qïf FSI ,V ^ 0;

Let

(2.1) jr: F/ct/',) Pk(Fs), X F* ha t3 • Fx' for ,v /• 0.

We show in Theorem 2.6 below that there is an isomorphism of F-sets

X(M(K, a)) m 7T-1(ß • Ff) for a G Kx

In view of the anti-equivalence between Et/- and Setp, tliis result characterizes

the Morley algebra M(K. a) up to isomorphism.

LTntil the end of this section, we fix a G Ky and denote M(K. a) simply
by M. We identify K f| M with the subalgebra of A fixed under p.

Lemma 2.4. There exists u (K M) such that s (72(m)ct(h)_1.

Proof. Dehne a map c: (1 > A" by

c(ld) c(a2p) — 1
j c(cr) C(p) — S C(o2) <i<Tp) — cr2(y)_1.

Computation shows that S(t(s) a2(s) — 1, and it follows that c is a 1 -cocycle.

Proposition 1.1 yields an element v G Ax such that C(r) — rr(r) ' for all

rEG; in particular, we have

S => raie)'
1

- vp(c)'
1

Let u — <t2(c) '. The equations above yield

S — ct2(m) (7(h)1 and p(a) — it.

Therefore u G K M, and this element satisfies the condition.

Lemma 2.5. The set n ~1{a Ff) has 9 elements if it is non-empty.

Proof. Suppose To G^i Fs is such that • Ff — a Ff. Then the map

y Ff I—E Jo.y • Ff dehnes a bijection between 7r_1(l • Ff and 7r_1(fl • F.

so it suffices to show that |7r_1(l • F5X) — 9. Identify K<Z>FS — F# x Fsx Fs,
and let uj G Fx be a primitive cube root of unity. To simplify notation, write
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(Zi : Zi : 23) (Zi,Z2,Z3) ' Ff for Zi, Z2, Z3 i Fs. It is easy to check that

7T
1 1 • Ff consists of the following elements:

(1:1:1), (1 :w:w2), (1 : w2 : cf),

(1 : 1 : „). (1 : w : 1), U : I : 1

(1:1: cd2) (1 :102 : 1), (w2 : 1 : 1).

Each £ G X(M) extends uniquely to a K -algebra homomorpliism

i : K gjf M • K Qïp Fs.

Theorem 2.6 (Rost). Let u •• (K M)' be such that a2(u)a(u)~1 — $:f.

The map Ç £(m) • Ff defines an isomorphism of F -sets

<h: X(M) n-^a-Ff).

Proof. If u£(K(pM)x sahsfies a2(u) <t(m)_1 s, then

a2(u3)o(u3)~[ — s3 — cr2(a)o(a)~ '

so a liP is fixed under <7, hence a~1u3 G Mx Therefore a
1 £(//)'* G Ff

hence f(it) • Ff lies in 7r_1(fl • Ff).
Note tliat the map «6 does not depend on the choice of u : indeed, u is

determined uniquely up to a factor in Mx, and for m G Mx we have

Î(iihi) -- f(«K(ffl), so l(um) Ff - i(u)-Ff
It is clear from the definition that the map <t> is F equivariant. Since

T(M) — 17T
1
(c/ Ff )I — 9, it suffices to show that <t> is mjective to

complete the proof. Extending scalars, we may assume that K ~ F x F x F,
and use the notation of Example 2.2. Then, up to a factor in Mx we have

u - cr2p(s) ejd + (T(s)ea + eai + a(s)ep + eai, + T2p<s),<„:()

Ft
— ~(®| + Cp) + + Sfjip) 4- {e„i + e„p)

f—,A l G F0M M x M x M.
\ Ü2 /

If F f G KM) satisfy Ç(n) • Ff rj(u) Ff, then /y(^) and

C(r) — '/(>'). Since M is generated by r and f, it follows that f q.
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REMARK 2.7. As pointed out by Rost [10], the map tt factors through

W(FS) {(A,A) • Ff I A3 NJT(a)} Ç PFxK(Fs) :

we have 7r — ff] o 7r2 > where

7T2: Pnil's) -4 To, x • Fx H- (N^x3) • Fx

and

7T! : W(FS) -A P*(FS), (A, x) • Fx ^ x • Fx

There is a commutative diagram

X(M(K,a)) Pk(Fs)

X(i) "&

X(N(K,a)) —W(FS)

Y PK(FS),X(F) —

where X(/j is the map fttnctorially associated to the inclusion

V N(K,a)^M(K,a)

and <t>" maps die unique element of X(f') to a Ff. The induced map <t>'

is an isomorphism of T -sets

-i/O': X(N(K,a)) A)Tf\a-Ff).

3. Inflection point configurations

Let T be a 3-dimensional vector space over F. Let SJ(V*) be the

third symmetric power of the dual space V i.e., the space of cubic forms

on V. A cubic form / e SJ(V*) is called triangular if its zero set in the

projective plane Py(Fs) defines a triangle or, equivalently, if there exist linearly
independent linear forms (pi, ip2, (p3 £ V* fijt Fs such that / tpifzVs to
S (V* (S? / ', The sides of the triangle are the zero sets of yj :, y2, and p| ;

tliey fonn a 3-element T-set ©(/).
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Proposition 3.1. Let f G S3(V*) be a triangular cubic form and let K
be the cubic étale F-algebra such that X(/<) ~ ©(/). Uten we may identify
the F-vector spaces V and K so as to identify f with a multiple of the norm
form of K,

f — XNk for some A G F*.

In particular, the F-action on &(f) is trivial if and only if f factors into a

product of three independent linear forms in V*,

Proof Let / — pzp3 f°r some linearly independent linear forms

Pta G: V* 0 Fs- Since §ü — ptpspi for 7 G T, it follows by
unique factorization in S3(F*) tliat there exist a permutation 77 of {1,2,3}
and scalars A«jta G Ff such that

-pi 0t7-, (;) for i 1, 2, 3.

Since TVi) f°r 7, J G T, we have

A
TTysti),fS <PTTrsCi) — 7(^71,703) A7rT7rj(l),J Pir^irsOy ;

hence fyj :%srg and

(3.1) Aw,s(i),7<5 — 7(/^7ri(i),lS)

The T-set 6(/) is {1,2,3} with the T-action 7 77 ; therefore we may
identify K witli tlie F-algebra of T -equivariant maps

K - Map({l, 2.3}, Fs)t

For 7 G T, define a7 G Map({l,2,3},Fsx) - (K /•',) by

û-fi) A -,.

Clearly, ay — 1 if 7 fixes 1px, y?2, and <p3; moreover, by (3.1) we have

dkf'ffs ö7,s for y, 3 G F, hence (fl7)7gr" is a continuous 1-cocycle.

By Hilbert's Theorem 90 [8, (29.2)], we have IP (V,(K X Fs)y — 1, hence

tliere exists b G Map({l, 2,3}, Ff such that By — h7h_1 for all 7 G T. For

i — 1, 2, 3, let f'i b(i) tpi G V* fpFy. Let also

A (b(l)h(2)b(3))-1.

Computation shows that 7(/>, ^VT® for 7 G T and i 1, 2, 3, and

/ in S3ff9 s hence A G Fx Define

0: \ /', > Map({1.2.3J./'.) A'
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by

0(.v) : I ha éi(X) for i 1,2, 3 and x £ f0F,.
Since jjii 2, 4gg are linearly independent, 0 is an Fs-vector space isomor-

pliisni. It restricts to an isomorphism of /'"-vector spaces V fl K under which

/ is identified with A N/;-.

How, let 3 Ç Pv(/'V) be a 9-point set that has the characteristic property of
the set of inflection points of a nonsingular cubic curve : the line through any
two distinct points of 3 passes through exactly one third point of 3. Let £ be

the set of lines in Pv(/~, that are incident to three points of 3. This set has

12 elements, and 3, £ fonn an incidence geometry that is isomorphic to the

affine plane over the field with three elements, see [7, §11.1]. In particular,
there is a partition of £ into four subsets To, T3 of three lines, which

we call triangles, with the property that each point of 3 is incident to one

and only one line of each triangle.

Assume 3 is stable under the action of F, and F preserves the triangle To-
Let K be the cubic étale /'-algebra whose F-set X(K) is isomorphic to To-

By Proposition 3.1, we may identify V with K in such a way that the union
of the lines in To is the zero set of the nonn N/(-.

Theorem 3.2. There exists a £ Kx such that the T -set of vertices of the

triangles Tx, T2, T3 is ir~l(a Ff), where ir: Pk(Fs) -a Pk(Fs) is defined
in (2.1). The set 3 is the set of inflection points of the cubics in the pencil
spanned by the forms T^c/-^3) and N^A), and we have isomorphisms of
F -sets

£ is X(K) [] X(MIR, a)) {Tx,T2,T3} ~ X(N(K,a)).

Proof. Fix an isomorphism K X /•', ~ Fs x Fs x Fs and write simply
(Ai : .ï2 : .ï3) for (,V|..V2..V3) • Ff. The sides of To are tlien the lines with
equation X% 0, x2 0, and .r3 =s 0. Let 3 {pi, ..,p9}. We label the

points so that the incidence relations can be read from the representation of
the affine plane over F3 in Figure 1.

Say the line through p2, p3 is v, — 0, and tlie line through p4, [)=,. p6
is x2 0. We can then find iii, n2, m3, v £ Ff such that

p, => (0 : §} : 1) for i — 1,2,3, and p4 — (1 : 0 : §J
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X2 ^3

Figure J

Incidence relations on 3

Since pi lies at the intersection of X3 — 0 with the line through j)\ and /I4,
we have

Pi (1 : -Uiv : 0).

Similarly,

Ps — (1 : -112V : 0) and p9 — (1 : -u3v : 0).

Finally, since ps (resp. p() lies at tlie intersection of X2 0 with tlie line

through pi and pg (resp. [)<> we have

Ps ~ (mx : 0 : «21') and p6 - (//, : 0 : u3v).

Collinearity of the points p2, Pe, Pi (resp. p2, p3, pg ; resp. p3, p6, p8) yields

|f H2M3 (resp. u\ — U1U3 ; resp. wf uiu2).
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Therefore

iq — m| a| U1U2U3

Since Mi, 112, 113 are pairwise distinct, it follows that there is a primitive cube

root of unity u> G FÄ such that

U-2 Will and m3 ùtiq.

Straightforward computations yield the vertices of the triangles %1. 'T2. X3 :

Ti : </i (1 : w2iiiv : —v) q\ — (1 : iiiv : —w2v) cf[ ~ (u>2 : «p> : —v),

~2 : i/z (~: : ihi' —i'), (1 : : —wv), (i{ — (1 : uu-iv : —v),

X3 r/i 1 : um-iV : —w2v), q'3 — (w2 : ujit-iv : — if), fï (1 : tqiI : —u).

Let a0 (1, /f, r5, —1>3) G (K ($> Fs)x It is readily verified that

{qu q'v q'l, q2, q'2, q'l, q3, q'3, q%} 7r_1(öo • Fx).

Since 3 is stable under the action of T, tlie point cu, • Fx is fixed under F,
hence for f G F tliere exists G F5X such that

- ti/u) — </üA- in F® Fs.

Then (A- 1 is a continuous 1 -cocycle of T in Fsx, Hilbert's Theorem 90

yields an element //, G Ff such tliat À-. — P7(p)_1 for all 7 G F. Then

for a — doß we have flo • Fx a Ff and j(a) — a for all 7 G F, hence

a G Fx.
The inflection points of the cubics 111 the pencil spanned by TK((r1F3)

and N/idY) are tlie points (x3 : x2 : x3 such tliat

xf + (Hiv)"34 — t'~3-4 0 „

X1X2.X3 0.

The solutions of tliis system are exactly the points p\, pg.
Finally, the T-set of sides of tlie triangle To is isomorphic to X(K)

by hypothesis, and the map tliat associates to each side of a triangle its

opposite vertex defines an isomorphism between tlie set of sides of Ti,
T2, T3 and tlie set {(/],... ..q'i} — 7r_1(fl-Fx). By Theorem 2.6, we have

7T_1(tf • Fx ~ X (M(F, a)), hence

This isomorpliism induces an isomorphism

{2"i, T2, T3} — X(N(K, a)),
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which can be made explicit by the following observation: the triangular cubic
forms in the pencil spanned by Tz(a~1X3) and Nk(X) are the scalar multiples
of Njf(X) (whose zero set is the triangle To) and of TTCa'A3) — 3zN/(-(A),
where j g Ff is such that z3 =* N^(fl_1). The zero set of the latter form is

Ti, T2 or T3 depending on the choice of z, and the three values of z are in
one-to-one correspondence with the elements in the fibre of the map 7Ti in

Remark 2.7.

4. Normal forms of ternary cubics

Let y be a 3-dimensional vector space over F and let / g S3(y*) be a

nonsingular cubic form. Recall from the introduction the notation 3(f (resp.

2(f resp. 1(f)) for the set of inflection points (resp. inflectional lines, resp.
inflectional triangles) of /. The following result is a direct application of
Theorem 3.2:

Corollary 4.1. Let K be a cubic étale F-algebra. The following
conditions are equivalent:

(i) f is isometric to a cubic form T^fa^X3) - 3A l\l^(X) for some unit
a g Kx and some scalar À g F ;

(ii) T has a fixed point T0 g 1(f) with To s X(l<) (as T -sets of 3 elements).

When these conditions hold, we have

2(f) ~ X(K) ]J X(M(K, a)) and 1(f) ~ {T0} U X{N(K, a))

Proof. If f(X) — Tk(ci~1Xs)—3X I\L(A), then computation shows that the

zero set of N/(- is an inflectional triangle of /. This triangle is clearly preserved
under the T -action. Conversely, if To g 1(f) is preserved under the T -action
and K is the cubic étale F-algebra such that X(K) ~ To, Theorem 3.2 yields
an element a g K/ such that the forms Ti((a~1 A3) and N/(-(A) span the

pencil of cubics whose set of inflection points is 3(f).

Applying Corollary 4.1 in the case where F is a finite field yields a direct

proof of the following result from [7, p. 276] :

Corollary 4.2. Suppose F is a finite field with q elements. For any
nonsingular cubic form f, the number of inflectional triangles of f defined

over F is 0, 1. or 4 if q 1 mod 3 ; it is 0 or 2 if q — 1 mod 3.
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Proof. Since F is finite, the action of F on T(/) factors through a cyclic

group. If there is at least one fixed triangle To, then Corolhiry 4.1 yields a

decomposition

J?(/) — {2o} II X(N(K,a))

where N(K,a) /"[/] with t3 N^(fl). If N(K,a) is a field, then it must be

a cyclic extension of F, hence F contains a primitive cube root of unity and

therefore q 1 mod 3. Similarly, if N(K. a) ~ F x F x F, then F contains a

primitive cube root of unity. Thus, if q — 1 mod 3, the T-action on T(/)
lias either 0 or 2 fixed points. If q 1 mod 3 then F contains a primitive
cube root of unity and either the polynomial a3 — N^C) is irreducible or it
splits into linear factors. Therefore the F-action on T(/) has either 0, 1 or
4 fixed points.

We next spell out the special case of Corollary 4.1 where the cubic étale

F-algebra K is the split algebra F x F x F :

Corollary 4.3. There is a basis of V in which f takes the generalized
Hesse normal form t/ijcf 4- + 03*3 - 3A.V1.V2.V3 for some ai, a2, 03 e Fx
and À e F if and only if T has a fixed point T0 <E T(/) and acts trivially
on T0 (viewed as a 3 -element subset of £(/)).

Example 4.4. Let K be a cubic étale /"-algebra and let f(X) — F //(A"3).

By Corollary 4.1 we have

£(/) «X(l<) [J X(M(K, 1)) and T(/) « {T0} IJ X{N(K, 1))

The F-sets X(M(K, 1)) and X(i\'(l<. 1)) are determined in Example 2.3:

X(M(K, 1)) m !'(/") U X(/A * F\uj\) U X(K Q F[u;])

and

X{N(K,D) ~X(F)UX(F[w]).
The map ,X(/): X(M(K. I)) —s- X(N(K. 1)) functorially associated to the

inclusion /: N(K, 1) —> M(K, 1) maps X(F) ]_| X(l) * /"[^ |) to X(F) and

ï(A0F[u]) to X(F[cj]).
If K ~ /'" x F x /A then /(.tx,.V2,.%) -tf + .v| + Jcf so / has a Hesse

normal form. If K f !' / F x I\ then the F-action on X(K), hence also

on X{K X / | |). is nontrivial. Therefore it follows from Corollary 4.3 that

/ has a generalized Hesse normal form over F if and only if the T -action

on X(I) à /'"H' I) is trivial. Tins happens if and only if I) ca F\uf\, which is
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equivalent to K ~ F\\ffl\ for some d G Fy by [8, (18.32)]. Indeed, for
X — Xi + :3|JYd + AA \fif, computation yields

f(X) — 3(.r] + d\i + d2xI + 6i/.V|.ï2-ï5

Corollary 4.3 applies in particular when F is the held R of real numbers :

Corollary 4.5. Every nonsingular cubic form over R can be reduced

to a generalized Hesse normal form.

Proof. It is clear from the Weierstrass normal form that every nonsingular
cubic over R has three real colliuear inflection points, see [3, Prop. 14, p. 305].
The inflectional line through fliese points is flxed under T, hence the T -action

on 1(f) has at least one flxed point. The same argument as in Corollary 4.2
then shows that T has exactly two fixed points in 1(f). Let To, 'T| G 1(f)
be the fixed inflectional triangles. Assume the F -action on To (viewed as a

3-element set) is not trivial, hence K ~ RxC in the notation of Corollary 4.1 ;

we shall prove that the T -action on Ti is trivial. By Corollary 4.1, there is

a unit (fli,£72) RxC such that

£(/) ~ J(R X: C) II X{M(R x C,a))

By Theorem 2.6, we have an isomorphism of T-sets

<3>: X(M(R x C,a)) ^ n~l(a Cx) c PRxC(C).

We identify (R x C)#RC with CxCxC by mapping (r,X)l?y to (rv..vy..vy)
for r G R and x, y G C. Then the T-action on Prxc Pc is sucl1 tbat the

complex conjugation ~ acts by

Vi : .v: :.VÎ) MÂT : W : W).

If I G R and r/ G C satisfy Ç3 — and if — a2, and if u> G C is

a primitive cube root of unity, then the proof of Lemma 2.5 shows that

ir~1(a Cx consists of the following elements:

CI 1 v), (1 LOT] mi), (1 : m mf) i

(1 V ujrj), (1 UJTj : V

(1 V Urj), (1 LOT] v), Ifef : V v)-

The three points in the first row of this table are fixed under the T -action,
whereas the T -action interchanges the second and third row. Therefore the

first row corresponds to Ti under <ï>, and the proof is complete.
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When the conditions in Corollary 4,1 do not hold, we may still consider
the 4-dimensional étale F-algebra T(f) such that X ('/'(/)) '!(/), and the

12-dimensional étale F-algebra Iff) such that .X (iff)) - £(/), which is a

cubic étale extension of T(f). The separability idempotent * 1(f) Iff)
satisfies e • (T(f) - '/'(./)) — Iff), and hence yields a decomposition

Ttm? T(f) ca Tin X T(/)o

for some cubic algebra T(f)o over 1(f) Likewise, multiplication in Iff)
yields an isomorphism

e-{Uf)$T(f)) ~ Iff) ;

hence

/.(./ :--:r /•(/) - /.(/) X /,(./ )„

for some cubic algebra /.(/jo over l'(f )o. By functoriality of the construction
of L and tlie cubic form jfjtfj over F Ce 1(f obtained from / by scalar

extension to T(f) satisfies

L(fTm} ~ F(/) Ce f(/) and F(/r</)) ~ T(f) F(/).

Corollary 4.1 applied to //(/) shows that JWj is isometric to

TnMcr'X3) - 3À N/.(/)a')

for some À e l'(f)/ and some a e /.(/')x such that F(/)o is a Morley
T(f) -algebra F(/)0 — M(Iff), a).
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